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Find a used car trade, resell, certified used and retail value used vehicles depending on the condition, mileage and other factors of car sales. How can I know I can trust these reviews of Kenmore Coffee Makers? How can I trust these reviews about Kenmore Appliances? Verified 2,460,316 reviews on ConsumerAffairs. We need contact information to make
sure our reviewers are real. We use intelligent software that helps us maintain the integrity of feedback. Our moderators read all the reviews to check the quality and helpfulness. For more information on reviews on ConsumerAffairs.com please visit our frequently asked questions. Hersh Medford, OR Verified Reviewer Verified Buyer Original Review: October
8, 2017 We purchased Kenmore Elite Coffeemaker from Sears online 1-16-16, and it worked very well until 9-30-17. He's still under warranty. It says you will return or replace under this guarantee for a period of two years/5 years or return to where you purchased or to the Sears store. We were getting to the bypass from everyone in each place. The phone
time is 2.5 hours, trying to get someone to do something. The store time is 0.5 hours... I was hoping for a better buying treatment from Sears/Kenmore. I will continue to try all the different phone calls #s as some have not been opened. You would think that online people or someone that did answer the phone could get something done... I think I understand
better why Sears is going down the drain. John Lawrenceburg, IN Verified Reviewer Original review: August 2, 2017It's easy to use and it makes a pretty good pot of coffee. It does its job, doesn't take up a lot of space, and comes in lots of colors, which is good since the red look doesn't work as I thought. It would be great to be able to pour coffee into it,
asking for a certain amount of coffee and time when you want it. So I think the way to store coffee in the maker so it can stay fresh and timer setting to start it. But it's a good coffee maker. it lasted five years before I had to get a new one. A lot of people I know use this brand and we all pretty much agree that it's a good brand. Matt of Merrimack, NH Verified
Reviewer Original review: July 29, 2017 My coffee maker is very easy to use. Just add the coffee on top and water in the back. This makes my coffee very fast and efficient. It also keeps the coffee warm and even the beeps when the coffee is ready. The pit can be messy sometimes though so maybe a different kind of opening at the top so there won't be a
spill as much. I also wish that it could possibly produce or keep a larger amount of coffee for everyone in the house. But meets most of my needs and expectations. Reseda's Pote, CA Verified Reviewer Original Review: July 28, 2017This looks so elegant and it's amazing how super comfortable. It only took me a few minutes to learn instructions on how to
use it, and even the instruction is great! It is delivered beyond my how convenient it is. I hate complicated things, so with a handy coffee maker heaven sent. I don't have to spend as much time figuring out how to use it like some of the other kitchen gadgets I've gotten from others. However, I believe that compared to other products it is much more expensive.
Kenmore can make it a little lower because it will really help me buy some other stuff or add to my money in the account. In this economy sometimes I have to think twice whether to buy expensive things that are sometimes a deal breaker for me. But in this case, obviously I bought it, it's because I've heard it's great value. I never expected it to function as
great as it functions now, though I'm really amazed. I will be buying more Kenmore products in the future, seeing how quality the coffee maker is. Read the full review of Chelsy from Hialeah, FL Verified Reviewer Original Review: July 26, 2017 Is durable and high quality and I have never had a problem with this fabulous product. It's so easy to use that
makes me love it even more and definitely exceeds my expectations. It's also so easy to clean, and that's actually usually my biggest concern when looking for a coffee maker. It doesn't take up much space either, and it's very important to me because I don't live in a big house. Even the prices are fair and amazing. I really can't express enough how pleased I
am with this product. I have no reason to buy another brand. I recommended it to anyone I know who is looking for a very durable coffee maker. However they can put the clock on the coffee maker or make it have a higher temperature setting, as Dunkin Donuts Coffee does. Nicole Richmond, VA Verified Reviewer Original Review: July 23, 2017The way it
brewed my coffee very quickly, the taste was awesome, the timer, the freshness, the smell, it's so cool and wonderful. I love it. Don't know what else to say, but it's the best I've ever had. It works so well etc. freshness, the smell that it wakes me up. It's so cool and wonderful. I love it. I wouldn't change it for nothing. I love it. Don't see him off. Iesha from
Atlanta, GA Verified Reviewer Original Review: July 22, 2017Timer... It's easy to pour... It was very easy to clean up and tune in for coffee the next morning... The coffee was always fresh and hot for a few hours if I had to... Worked just fine. Supplied with fragrant strong coffee. It was very easy to use and customized as soon as I got it home. Very self-
evident... This meets my expectations beyond any doubt. Good product and design. Didn't have too much, I didn't like it, but maybe he could have had a few more cups... I would like to have an espresso version... Except More consumption on water ... But overall it's a big coffee investment. Courtney Battle Creek, MI Verified Reviewer Original Review: July
21, 2017I just cares that he makes coffee and I have something to use when I need to when I wake up in the morning to have a cup of coffee. It has the function to just make 1 cup instead of a pot. It's a money saver. Valerie from North Las Vegas, NV Verified Reviewer Original review: July 20, 2017 I love the fact that it's just easy to use and that we don't
have to be on hand to watch this machine at all times. We can go about our day and go back and have the coffee done. I liked every feature on the device, hands on baby proof, wanting to get more pound for butt and it will work itself and you will definitely get your money's worth. It's a very simple machine. Even a child can use it and not get hurt. That's what
I like the most about it. The child can rotate it or you can install it to do it yourself in the morning. Stephanie Holland, MI Verified Reviewer Original Review: July 19, 2017It works well and cooks fast. This meets my expectations and I highly recommend it to my family and friends. He may not have all the bells and whistles of some of the new models, but he
does what I need to do and I'm very happy. It is a high quality brewer and my favorite of all the coffee makers I have ever owned. It's very simple and not at all difficult. I'm in love with him, and if I need another coffee maker in the future, Kenmore will be my first choice. The next gentle on delicaciesVibred minimally during the spin cycleDrum easy to load and
unloadOffers indicator cycle lightsAffordablePoor cleaning performance on normal and delicate cyclesUse a lot of waterDoesn't have a choice of cycle modifiers Courtesy of Kenmore Looking for a bare bone washing machine? Kenmore 21202 is the main as they come. This affordable top loader doesn't offer the ability to wash bulky loads (or really any
special cycles, for that matter), but consumer testers have found it easy to use, and we haven't had a problem with loading and unloading laundry from the spacious opening drum. Unfortunately, what you save in cash, you lose in performance; although Kenmore was gentle on our Test loads, it did not offer much in the way of cleaning prowess.
Kenmore.com NSF-certified disinfection cycle: No Color: Available in White Manufacturer Guarantee: One Year Limited Review: April 2011Price When Reviewing: $449.00 This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and
similar content on the piano.io Sears Kenmore Washer Model 110.23832100 has a capacity of 3.2 cubic feet. The puck is 43 1/8 inches tall, 27 inches wide and 26 inches deep. As of 2014, Viewpoints estimates the Kenmore 80 series model the puck is just above average with 80 overall points. This is a top loading washer with dry clothes with a capacity of
up to 10 pounds. This model was discontinued by Kenmore, but parts, manuals and installation guides are available on the Sears PartsDirect website. When this model was new, the capacity of 3.2 cubic feet was one of the largest available. New high efficiency designs, front loading washers have a capacity above 5 cubic feet. Since innocuous refrigerators
are the most egregious household energy guzzlers - they consume about 8 percent of household electricity, to be exact - I gave them a good amount of coverage (don't think you're out of the woods yet, washing machine). I reported on people giving their refrigerators a cold shoulder while living without them. The fridge-free existence is obviously not for
everyone, so I've shared 10 simple ways to make your fridge more frosty and energy efficient, like cleaning coils and storing products wrapped and liquid covered. Here's a candidate for number 11, though it's more novel than simple. People over planet Green took on this interesting bit of energy-saving advice from Stephen and Rebecca Hren's book,
Carbon-Free Home: 36 Remodeling Projects to Help Kick Fossil Fuel Habits. Isolate the look of your carpeted fridge. Well, not exactly. In the book, the authors propose to cover the appearance of the refrigerator with an insulation boards. To take it up a notch, they recommend covering the insulation board with a carpet or cork. Here's how to do it in four
simple steps. 1. Secure insulation board on the top and sides of the fridge. 2. Place a carpet or cork board over the panels. 3. Do not put insulation boards on the door. 4. Cover the door with carpet or cork. Voila! Here's a fluffy, energy efficient fridge. And since the green blogosphere works in happy ways, just yesterday Re-Nest listed 10 ways to reuse old
carpet scraps. Has anyone tried this on their own? Via Planet Green Green
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